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izeArray be used in
all cases? Is there a
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writes a jquery
plugin for
serializing forms
like this:
jQuery(function($){
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ray();
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$('form').serialize();
}); Actually uses.se
rializeArray() on all
forms they create? I
ask because
reading the
documentation
on.serialize(),
serializeArray()
creates a hidden
input field for each
textbox in the form,
with the variable
name from the
attribute name. A:
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Since that method
is part of jQuery
and always
available, you can
use that instead of
writing your own
function. Of course,
any existing
functionality is not
maintained if it is
not used (and it is
not for the
purposes
mentioned in the
question). A: The
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reason that is done
is because when
you do: $('form').se
rializeArray(); All
the inputs of the
form are
automatically saved
in an array of form
field objects. If you
do:
$('form').serialize();
Then jQuery will
automatically run
the default serialize
function and will fill
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in the hidden input
as a fallback if one
does not exist. This
is useful for
preventing to many
new fields being
added to your form.
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a command in two
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something like this:
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